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1 . After Scarf [2] presented his globally unstable examples of
competitive equilibrium, the emphasis shifted to the study of adjustment
systems different from the Walrasian tatonnement process. Notable ones
are certainly non-tatonnement processes. Others include those which
employ more complicated adjusting procedures and yield greater stability
while retaining the premise that trades are postponed until an equilibrium
is reached. There are also proposed some interesting systems without the
visible auctioneer.
2. The purpose of this note is to rehabilitate that old simple system by
introducing a 'conservative' mechanism and enhance the stability of
equilibrium set. This conservative mechanism is quite plain. When the
auctioneer calls a new price in each market, he considers also the past
prices and constructs a bench mark price together with the current one,
then revises the price into the direction of excess demand. The bench
mark is calculated as the weighted average of a certain range, of past
quotations including the current one. As often as not we come across
such a situation when we attend a meeting where a new proposal is
made concerning some numbers of something, say student numbers of
several departments. If this is winning, the conservative bench will
render a motion that the past figures should not be neglected, and so
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some averaging might be desirable. Whether this sort of tactics really
increases stability, we do not know, to say nothing of the attractiveness,
if any, of the equilibrium state.
And yet, these averaging procedures have been found useful to
produce more stability in some spheres of applied sciences. We may
raise, for example, the Crank-Nicolson implicit method in solving a certain
type of partial differential equations. This method dates back to the 40's.
As early as in 1953, Mann [1] showed a possible stability of averaging
iteration, and was followed by a series of contributions on this line.
Recently, Khilnani-Tse [3,4] utilized this averaging process to compute a
fixed point.
3 . To incorporate this idea, we had better use difference equations In
place of differential ones. Let us write the adjustment equations as
p (t + 1) = L w(i) p(i) + ae (p(t)),
where p(t) is the price vector of period t, e the vector of excess
demands, a the speed of adjustment, and w(i) the weight given to the
price vector of period i, thus L w(i) = 1. The summation is over a certain
finite range. We may think of different weights in different markets, but
here for simplicity assume the same weight vector in all the markets.
The speed of adjustment is also assumed uniform.
4 . In appendix, a program in BASIC is listed which conducts the above
iteration for Scarf's first model. In this program, care is taken so that
prices remain the non-negative area. We can change the speed of
adjustment (A) and the weights (K, L, M, N) in the program, and quickly
obtain different results on different values of these parameters by running
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the program. (You may need to modify the program slightly, especially
the part concerned with graphics, depending on the BASIC particular to
your machine. )
Interesting findings are that:
( 1 ) When M = N = 0, i.e., we take into account the previous period
only, it is impossible to stabilize the example, however small is the
speed of adjustment. (It is possible to give a rigorous mathematical
proof in the proxy case.)
( 2) With K, L, M being positive, we can have stability. In the
program, one such combination is given.
Even when we adopt some other examples in section 3 of
Scarf[l], we can enjoy stability with suitable choice of weights as
well as the speed of adjustment small enough. One more fascinating
point is:
( 3) Various complicated paths will appear in the unstable cases,
including chaotic ones. And still more so, when the non-negativeness
constraint is removed.
5 . When I first conceived the above in 1986, in my mind the title of the
paper to be written was "Order Three May Imply Order" in contrast to
the famous "Period Three Implies Chaos" by Li and York. Then involved
in a trouble, and lead an unstable life without any effort to improve on
the presentation of a draft for a long time. Occasionally I spoke on this
matter as a teatime topic to amuse my colleagues, saying that
conservatism enhances the stability of a system, and hardens prices. Now
my interest in the matter has been revived thanks to two papers of my
friend, Anjan Mukherji.
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Appendix
I 00 ' ******************************************
110' *Stabilizing Scarf's Unstable Examp!e(s)[TFJ*
120' *Cf.H. Scarf CI.E.R.,Vo!. I, 1960) :PGM="ScarfS"*
130 ' ******************************************
140 SCREEN 3,0:CONSOLE 0,25,0,I:COLOR 4
150 CLS 3
160 LINE (300,0)-(300,320), 7:LINE(280,300)-(639,300), 7
170 LINE (296,200)-(300,200),7 :LINE(400,300)-(400,304), 7
I 8 0 '
I 9 0 ' *** Excess Demand Functions ***
200 DEF FNEI (PI, P2) = ((-P2)/(PltP2)) +!/(PltI)
210 DEF FNE2 (PI, P2) = ((PI)/(PltP2)) -!/(P2+1)
2 2 0 '
230 PSET(400, 200), 4' *Equilibrium Point in green *
24 0 '
2 5 0 A= 5 ' +++ Spped of Adjustment +++
***Initial Values of Past Prices***
PIPPP=!. 2:P2PPP=!. 2 , *3 day s ago *
PIPP=!. 2 :P2PP=!. 2 *2 day s ago *
PI P=!. :P2P=!. * yesterday *
PIO=!. :P20=!. * today *
*** Iteration Counter *
260 K=.4:L=.3:M=.3:N=0 'Weights for Lagged Variables
2 7 0 '
28 0
2 9 0
3 0 0
3 I 0
320 IT=O '
330 PH=300+100*PIO:PV=300-100*P20
340 PSET(PH,PV), 2 '*Starting Price Vector in red*
350 *CY '***** Iteration Cycle *****
360 IT=IT+I
370 COL=IT MOD 7:COL=COL+I
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380 PI T=K*P I O+L*P I P+M*P I PP+N*P I PPP+A*FNE I (P 10, P 20)
390 P2T=K*P20+L*P2P+M*P2PP+N*P2PPP+A*FNE2(PIO, P20)
400 *** Non-negativeness constraint *
410 IF PIT<O THEN PIT=O:IF P2T<0 THEN P2T=0
420 PH=300+100*PIT:PV=300-100*P2T
430 PSET (PH, PV), COL
440 COLOR 6:PRINT IT;:COLOR 4
450 PRINT TAB (6) USING"*PI=:j:j:.:j:j::j:j::j:j::j:j::j:j::j:j:" ;PIT:
460 PRINT TAB(23) USING"*P2=:j:j:.:j:j::j:j::j:j::j:j::j:j::j:j:" ;P2T
4 7 0 'F 0 R I =0 T 0 500: NEXT I' t 0 s low dow nth e dis p I a y
480 PIPPP=PIPP:P2PPP=P2PP
490 PIPP=PIP :P2PP=P2P' *the Day after *
500 PIP =PIO :P2P =P20
510 PIO =PIT :P20 =P2T
520 GOTO *CY '*****back to the iteration*****
530 END
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